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EYES MOVIN (#3)

Cloudy Dasher (#5)

Sissis Little Nipper (#1)

Exacta: 3-5/1-3-5, $4.  Tri:  3-5/1-3-5/1-2-3-5-6, $12.  Daily Double:  3-5/1-2, $8.       

PARKER’S
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Hasn’t won at Emerald in tens starts but he comes off a good second in fast time 
and is reliable for another big try.
Similar to the top choice, she has run well without being able to win at Emerald, 
she had trouble at the start last, clean start may be all she needs.
A close third when 3/5 last, he again should be right there at the finish.

TWELFTH FAN (#1)

Mystic Witch (#2)

City Sensation (#5)

Exacta:  1-2/1-2-5, $4.  Tri:  1-2/1-2-5/1-2-3-5-6, $12.  Pick 3:  1-2-5/1-6/5, $6. 

Set the pace but was outfinished late in each of her last two, she drops down to 
the lowest level of her career here and will have to be caught.
First time starter looks ready off a nice string of workouts, she also draws the 
leading rider and figures to come out running.
$22,000 yearling purchase shows up for $12.5K but she is bred to be quick.

CHARMING BUDHA (#1)

Sabe (#6)

Ringo’s Gold (#5)

Exacta:    1-6/1-5-6, cost $4. Trifecta:  1-6/1-5-6/1-2-4-5-6, cost $12.

Wire to wire winner last and he will have to deal with Game Kick early here but 
the short distance is in his favor, should repeat.
Only one race in the last eight plus months and he may just be prepping for 
Portland but he shows two nice recent workouts, could spring a mild upset.
Distant fourth last but he can get part here at a good price.

DEAD EYE (#5)

Shoer Hugh (#4)

Immigration (#6)

Exacta:   5/4-6, 4-5, cost $3. Trifecta:  5/4-6/2-3-4-6, cost $6.
Pick 3:   5/3-6/3-5-8, cost $6.

Stretch runner took a while to get going this year but he clearly is very sharp 
right now and looks hard to bet against.
Made his first start at Emerald a winning one with a good stretch run, he’s now 
won two straight and looks like the main threat to the Dead Eye.
Came through when 1/2 in his last, he should get a piece for sure.

NO CLAIM WILL DO (#6)

Bluegrass Fox Trot (#3)

He’s Zuberrific (#9)

Exacta:  3-6/3-6-9, cost $4. Trifecta:  3-6/3-6-9/1-3-4-6-9, $12.
Pick 3:  3-6/3-8/4-5, cost $8.

One of many running today coming back after short rest but he ran a much better 
than looks race last week against tougher, last won at this level three back.
Third to two sharp horses in his most recent, he gets three weeks rest between 
starts and that is a big advantage over the top choice.
Stopped to a walk in his only route try, still his speed must be respected.

HEZA WITCH DOCTOR (#3)

Advancement (#8)

Secret Harbor (#5)

Exacta: 3-8/3-5-8, $4.  Tri:  3-8/3-5-8/1-2-3-5-8, $12.   Pick 3:  3-8/4-5/4-6, $8. 
Super:  3-8/3-5-8/1-2-3-5-8/1-2-3-5-8, $12.  Pick 5:  3-8/4-5/4-6/1-5/1-2, cost $16.

Comes off his best effort since his win back in early July last when second, he 
drops a notch in claiming price, will battle throughout.
Stablemate of the top choice is back in a sprint, he can act from on or off the lead 
early, expect big try.
Encountered significant trouble last when fourth, he must be considered.

Super:  3-6/3-6-9/1-3-4-6-9/1-3-4-6-9, $12.

Super:  5/4-6/2-3-4-6/2-3-4-6, cost $6. 

Super:  1-6/1-5-6/1-2-4-5-6/1-2-4-5-6, $12.  Pick 3:  1-6/5/3-6, $4.   

Super:  1-2/1-2-5/1-2-3-5-6/1-2-3-5-6, $12.   Pick 4:  1-2-5/1-6/5/3-6, cost $6.

Super:  3-5/1-3-5/1-2-3-5-6/1-2-3-5-6, $12.  Pick 3:  3-5/1-2-5/1-6, cost $12.
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WAR WIZARD (#5)

Marvin’s Magic (#4)

Chaching Pete (#6)

Exacta: 4-5/4-5-6, cost $4. Tri:  4-5/4-5-6/2-4-5-6-8, $12.     

Lost a tough photo at the wire when facing slightly easier last, he has had a great 
meet, gets call in a very tough field here.
Only a head behind the top choice last, this after being stuck in the one hole, he 
gets a little better post and is hard to separate from that one.
Nice win in fast time seven days ago, he is quite capable of repeating.

IDIDN’TASKFORTHIS (#4)

Moby (#6)

Daytona Beach (#1)

Exacta:  4-6/1-4-6, $4.  Tri:  4-6/1-4-5-6/1-4-5-6, $8.  Pick 3:  4-6/1-5/1-2, $8. 

Ran pretty well for second in his debut two weeks ago, the race came back fast 
and he should improve off that effort, choice in a toss-up.
Been closest to Track Attacker early in each of his last two, this clearly is a much 
easier spot and he should be on or near the lead right from the start.
Unlucky to draw the one hole here but he crushed maidens last, one to beat.

PRIME ENGINE (#1)

Track Attacker (#5)

Old Fashioned Grit (#3)

Exacta:  1-5/1-3-5, cost $4. Trifecta:  1-5/1-3-5/1-3-5-6, $8.  
Pick 3:  1-5/1-2/4-7, $8. 

While moving from a maiden sprint win to a route against stakes foes with only 
two weeks off isn’t ideal, he showed just too much talent in that debut, choice.
Has gone wire to wire in all of his wins but it is likely he will sit off the top 
choice in here, bred to love routing, very hard to bet against.
Ultra game effort in his debut, will benefit if the top two hook up early.

CHU AND YOU (#2)

Bluberry Smoothie (#1)

Finding More (#4)

Exacta:   1-2/1-2-4, cost $4. Trifecta:   1-2/1-2-4/1-2-3-4, $8.
Daily Double:   1-2/4-7, cost $8.  

Speedy miss hasn’t really been threatened in her last two starts, she should 
control the early pace right from the start again, stick with her.
Earned her money the hard way, running behind Stopshopping Debbie most of 
her career, she deserves a win but post and seven day runback aren’t ideal.
Back in a sprint after a decent route effort last, she might split the top two.

DAKOTA FIREFLY (#7)

Right Idea (#4)

Tactical Strike (#2)

Exacta:   4-7/2-4-7, cost $4.  Trifecta:   4-7/2-4-7/2-3-4-5-7, $12. 
Superfecta:  4-7/2-4-7/2-3-4-5-7/2-3-4-5-7, $12.  

Just missed in a route try last, he does look to prefer a mile but he draws a 
perfect post and gets a big rider change today, edge in a tough finale.
Comes off a short rest and while he has yet to show much in his career this barn 
is deadly with these short layoffs, drop to the bottom won’t hurt.
Even efforts in his last two when fourth in both, extra distance should help.

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:

DEAD EYE in the fourth. ADVANCEMENT in the sixth.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS

for Sunday Afternoon, Closing Day, September 28th, 2014

Super:  4-5/4-5-6/2-4-5-6-8/2-4-5-6-8, $12.   Pick 3:  4-5/4-6/1-5, cost $8.

Super:  4-6/1-4-5-6-/1-4-5-6/1-2-4-5-6, $6.  Pick 4:  4-6/1-5/1-2/4-7, $8.

Super:   1-5/1-3-5/1-3-5-6/1-2-3-5-6, $8.

Super:  1-2/1-2-4/1-2-3-4/1-2-3-4-6, $8.
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QUINNETTE (#3)
Itz a Saint (#1)

Nueva Fortuna (#7)

MIDNIGHT CANDY (#9)
Gem of a Gal (#7)

Yes Yes Baroness (#8)

BACK OFF BUDDY (#7)
Kristo (#6)

Chief Lion (#4)

SILVER TORCH (#4)  
Son of War (#3)

Mr. Excavator (#8)

CUZAN (#3)
Zippingaroundtown (#4)

Mega Heat (#9)

DADDY’S DUO (#2)
Sister Hubert (#9)

Sheza Lucky Strike (#6)

BIG JOHN B (#1)
Unbridled Command (#5)

Big Kick (#7)

MEGYNS GOLD (#9)
Girl Downstairs (#4)
Olivia’s Greatdane (#1)
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Santa Anita Stockton Hastings
Race Selections for Sunday, September 28th, 2014

NIVOUS ROMANCE (#6)
Sir James Mhf (#3)

Twice Rich (#2)

KOOL VISTA (#5)
Houdini Hill (#1)

Mission Street (#3)

HOPE’N PRAY (#3)
Sunrise Legacy (#7)

Warren’s Tyler S. (#1)

GET YOUR PRASIE ON (#2)
Expensive Jet (#3)

Denominator (#7)

BLUE BLIZZARD (#3)
Secret Memo (#5)

Deputy Miss (#8)

POINT ENDURANCE (#4)
Blaise of Light (#9)

Ms. Sweet Freedom (#6)

HEAR THE GHOST (#4)
Eagle Screams (#5)

Tribal Jewel (#6)

ROGUE STATUS (#6)
Time to Glow (#4)
Little Prince (#3)

SARAH NELSON (#2)
Jackson’s Dream (#9)

My Allowance (#1)

C.A. MISS (#3)
Danny’s Chant (#5)

Joey’s Jewel (#2)

AFLEET MAC (#5)
Big Jim (#4)

Swiss Arrogant (#3)

FOUR TIMES LUCKY (#6)
Be Remarkable (#2)

Lago Di Como (#4)

STORMY CANUCK (#5)
Ruffy Joe (#6)

Idontrollonshabbos (#2)

LORD CALEZAAR (#5)
Bluegrass Man (#3)

Rocky’s Amigo (#1)

CADEO (#6)
Silver Ovation (#4)

Ziggymiester (#2)

DONTMESSWITHKITTEN (#3)
Hopeseeker (#7)

Franson’s Finest (#5)

RUN STORMY RUN (#2)
He’s Junior (#1)
I’m Famous (#3)

CHARLIE’S ANGEL (#6)
Lady Chitchat (#4)

Margot Machance (#5)


